
 
 
 
 

300842 SAFE-O-TRONIC   LS 200 
Electronic PIN-code furniture locking system with RFID-Programming and RFID MasterCode function. 

To the scope of supply of the furniture locking system LS200 contains the complete fixing material and an 

abutment to set the door direction. By default, the furniture locking system with a black front bezel, with a round 

knob in the installation direction A and with a free choice of cabinet delivered. 

 
- Opening and closing by entering a 4-6 digit user codes 
- Software-supported programming by SystemKeys 
- Hardware-supported programming by Programming-set 
- Intuitive user interface with free/busy displays and by optical and acoustic messages 

- Intelligent Battery-Management-System for monitoring the Battery state 

- Control of the battery condition at any time 
- Time model, validity start date 
- Time model, validity end 
- Time model, time zones 

- Free programming of the locking authorizations, which can be changed at any time 

- mode free cabinet selection 

- mode fix cabinet selection „All-Open“ 

- mode fix selection „One-Open“ 

- 99 different time-limited user codes for each SAFE-O-TRONIC ® access LS200 

- Setting for automatic assignment of Usercodes for the user 

- Set up for automatically blocking in case of exceeding the programmed time 
- Set up for automatically opening in case of exceeding the programmed time 
- 65,535 furniture locking systems per system 

- MasterCode function to open and close 

- Configurable MasterKey function 

- Controlled emergency opening (only opening) with forgotten user code 

- Blocking time against unauthorized opening attempts 

- Configurable closing protocol memory for up to 500 events, adaptable to the personality protection 
of the users 

- Capacitive, not depreciable keyboard 

- Manual unlocking possibility, guarantees a functional reliability even in clamping cabinet 

doors 

- Audited departure safety 

- Suitable for all cabinet door materials 

- Handicapped accessible operation by angular rotary knob (optional) 

- Customization Options: front panel in black or white numbering or Logo engraving on number plate 

- Award-winning locking system: reddot design award 2010 and nomination German 

Design Award 2011 

- In function and design on coordinated: the door locking system SAFE-O-TRONIC ® 

access DS 
 

 
 

Technical Facts: 

- Dimensions with rotary knob (HxWxD): 151mm x 38mm x 33mm 

- Weight: approx. 300 g 



- Battery life time: approx. 3 years 
- Protection class IP 43 

- For door thicknesses from 18mm, others are optional 

- Temperature range function: 0 to +60 ° C 
- Temperature range storage: -15 to +70 ° C 
- Relative humidity: 10-90% non-condensing 

 

 
 

Optional enhancements: 

- White front bezel 
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